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Preface

The thesis on "Ethnicity and Security of India with Special
Reference to North-Eastem States" is the result of an intense
desire to understand and analyse the problem of ethnicity
effecting the North-Eastem region of India. The problem and
issues were present in some form or the other, even much
before the independence, during the British period. In fact, the
inhabitants follow different religions and speak nearly 400
languages. They have such a multiplicity ofhistoric, geographic,
snHal^ cultural,religious and linguistic activities ttiatotherStates
of India, perhaps may not have.

It is a fact that social, economic and cultural activities of
any community depends to a large extent on its social and
communal structiue, the same way flieir culhiral activities always
have an impact on the race to which they belong-Oian specific
qualities, ambitions, ethnic identity, self respect, etc. If we study
these activities of North-Eastem region, we can come to a
conclusion that the various communities in the region have
some wonderful and extraordinary specialties that can hardly
be seen in original course in rest of the country. It is truly
amazing, how ignorant our people are about the security
problem of the North-East - strategically tt»e most important
and sensitive part of our country. 98% borders of this region
touch international boundaries, while only 2% are bordering
flie rest of the country. Physically remote from the corridor of
power, the region has not atbracted much attention evai from
the Government of India or from the so-called security experts
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who tend to take a rather simplistic view of things. It is
important to understand the complexities of the many security
problems ir\festing the region of North-East, some of which
have become even more complicated since the departure of [he
colonial rulers in 1947.The aspect of National security in the
Indian context, assumes all the more significance today with
the changed world order, a hostile external security environment,
rising fissiparous tendencies among various sections of our
society, all of which are trying to pull apart the very fabric
of unity and integrity of the country. It is in this background,
that an attempt has been made to discuss the challenges posed
by ethnicity in the region of North-East. The topographical and
geographical importance of the region, alongwith the ecological
factors have also been discussed in the first chapter.

Before proceeding any further with the analysis or with
other details, it becomes necessary that the meaning of the term
'ethnicity' is first understood. Keeping the above in mind, an
attempt has been made to define the nature, scope and
conceptual framework of ethi\icity in the second chapter.

Today the situation in North-East has reached to a critical
phase, which in fact, poses a grave threat to the unity and
integrity of India. Terror, murder, kidnappings, blast and
violence have become the hallmark of life in North-East. Once
the bunkers now dot peaceful cities of the region guarded by
the paramilitary force and the army. Every face is stricken with
sorrow and terror. A line of distrust can be seen at the door
of every house. Curfew and strikes alongwith kidnappings and
murders have become the way of life. To understand the present
situation, it becomes imperative for us to know about the various
major ethnic conflicts taking place in the country. How and
why it occurred, what were the factors which propagated
ethiucity in the country have been discussed and analysed in
the third chapter.

Our failures in responding properly to the various grave
threats above, can be attributed largely to the poor imderstanding
of the phenomenon of ethnicity and terrorism. We have either
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procrastinated or at best indulged in some ethnic action. As
a result, our counterinsurgency efforts have been utterly
unproductive. The Government of India has been merely reacting
to individual incidents and the various problems have never
been addressed in its totality. Consequently, there are no sound
tactical concepts either and solutions to specific situations are
sought by trial and error. It is high time, that the Govt. of India
realised that no nation is ever likely to posses enough resources
to extinguish all fires and also new ones at the same time.

The social, political and economic costs of such blunderings
have been enormous. Socially, the region has slipped to a stage
where even fifty-nine years of independence, the government
is still obliged to issue fervent appeals to the people of the
region, almost everyday, for maintaining the unity and integrity
of the nation.

Unbalanced views of the problem have invariably led to
unbalanced solutions, and counterinsurgency is one field, where
superficial knowledge is dangerous, the price of error being a
costly defeat, as well as an expensive affair. This point needs
extra emphasis become there are many people who, frustrated
by our string of failures, are provoked into a theory, that we
ought to give a 'free hand' to the security forces, to solve the
problem of ethnicity and insurgency present in the region of
NortlvEast. At this jimcture, it becomes imperative to mention
that even the mightiest nation was never able to defeat the
insurgents with the methods of regular war. The Americans
learnt in the most painful way in Vietnam at the cost of 165
billion dollars and 3,61,305 causalities. In fact, fighting insurgency
and tackling ethnicity is qualitatively a different affair from
fighting a conventional war. The historical background, strategic
importance, topography, religion, social norm, population and
tribes have been dealt and taken into consideration in the fourth
chapter. An attempt has been made to look at the dynamics
ofethnic problem and various otherissues persisting and present
in North-Eastem region of India, a region known as the 'land
of the seven sisters states, and which is also well known for
continuing coiiflict.

The Indian government's policy has been conspicuous by
failing to make any long term threat perception, right from its
independence. It got into the habit of being overtaken by events.
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whether it was the problem of population control or the erosion
of social and political value system or for that matter, the tribal
invasion of Kashmir in 1947-48, the 1962 Sino- Indian war, the
Indo-Pak war of 1965, the 1971 Indo-Pak conflict, militancy in
Punjab in the eighties and nineties, the 1999 Kargil conflict or
the problem relating to ethnicity, refugees and insurgents in
North-East, which is still continuing even today. Not that the
various intelligence agencies did not warn the government of
such coming events, in fact, regular reports and dossiers were
sent to the various offices of the government. Such tragic failures
could have been avoided had the Government of India formed
the urgently needed National Security Council, which could
have tackled these problems both appropriately and effectively.
It is the impact of ethnicity and illegal immigrants on the
security of India that has been dealt in the fifth chapter, which
mcidentally is the core issue of this research thesis.

But lack of democratic decentralisation is not the only
problems that the North-Eastern States have faced. Over the
years, these States have steadily fallen behind the national
average, and the economy and economic opportunities have
definitely shrunk for local residents. Unemployment in these
areas, especially among the educated is high.

A more serious problem is the continuous migration from
Bangladesh, that threatens to reduce the people of the region
to minorities in their own lands. This is understandable a matter
of great concern for the local people and the inaction of Govt.
of India on this issue has alienated the people of the region
even more. Another factor, which is affecting the region, is the
forei^ hand' in recent time and in the context of the Nordr
East, It has come to mean Bangladesh, which is often acting
as a proxy of Pakistan. Clearly, it appears, as if this is an area
where Chma has relinquished its pride of place to Bangladesh.
Apart from the above two, there are other important issues,
which are affecting the region. What steps and measures have
been taken in the past and present and what other measures
are likely to be taken by the Government of India to solve the
above complex issues, have been discussed and analysed and
thrown light upon in the sixth Chapter.

With the emergence of nuclear weapons in the later decade
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of the 20''' century, there has been a marked change in the
strategic thinking and nations now have started to accept the
concept of "avoidance of war" to the place of "war is an
instrument of national policy". Today, nations have avoided
nuclear war because these wars are very de-structure and mass
killings will occur, but then other forms like revolutionary and
ethnic conflict have been frequently taking place. The world
today is witnessing an alarming proliferation of conflicts, often
categorised as low in intensity. Such conflicts are becoming
extremely de-structure, increasingly difficult to contain and
undoubtedly, provides an altogether new dimension to military
strategy, which in its typical sense had hitherto focused largely
on manoeuvre warfare. So what should the Government of
India do, so as to tackle this complex problem, which has seen,
several thousands and thousands of people perish. Although
around six decades have passed, still apartment solution to the
ethnic problem of North-East is now here to be seen.
Nevertheless, an attempt has been made to analyse the above
problem and also the possible remedies have been discussed
in the concluding chapter. How can India tackle the ethnic
problem in North-East and what policy and measures could
be adopted by India" to solve this problem have also been
discussed? Besides, certain suggestions to solve these complex
issues have been incorporated in the concluding chapter.

The methodology for examining the various issues will be
that of 'Critical Historical Analysis', which in fact, is most suitable
in the study of 'Ethnicity and Security of India with Special
Reference to North-Eastem States'.
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Introduction

In the contemporary global reality, when concepts are getting
redefined rather at a fast pace, how exactly do we understand
ethnicity? In a multi-cultural society of the Indian stale, how
are we going to situate the numerous ethnic identities of the
various tribes of the North-Eastem States? How are we going
to strike a balance between ethtuc multiplicities and the larger
claims of all who are embracing Indian nationalism? These are
sonrie of the questions, to which answers have been attempted.
Some scholars are of the view that the ethruc problems of
North-East is really the problem of development, others see
them as problem of cultural spacing and readjustment with the
newly emerging consciousness of modernity and imity of India
in the context of global transformation and globalization. But
all said and done, all are imaiumous in their opinion that a
fresh understanding of India, as well as that of New Delhi,
has to be arrived at for solving the complex ethnic problem
allegedly peculiar to the region of North-East.

The entire North-East region of India consists of Seven
States. They are Assam, Meghalaya, Manipur, Nagaland,
Mizoram, Tripura and Arunachal Pradesh. The inhabitants of
this area belong to more that 1500 castes and tribes. They speak
more that 400 different languages and follow different religions.
These North-Eastem slates have such a multiplicity of historic,
geographic, social, cultural, religious and linguistic activities
that other state in India, perhaps, may not have.





Ethnicity and Seciiriti/ of India

Studies deals with elhnic conflict at some level in one form
or another and there is a range of theories about its causes.
There can be distinguished several common aspects of ethnic
conflict that cut across disciplines and levels. First, most ethnic
conflicts are mixed-motive, meaning that the parties involved
have both competitive and cooperative interests. Second, while
^ic conflicts can be destructive, they can also be constructive,
third, cooperative and compeHtive interests lead to two verv
different process of settlement. Fourth, how strong these
cooperative and competitive interests are and will have a laree
effect on the outcome of the ethnic conflict, i.e., whether it will
iiave a constructive or destructive outcome.

In seeking to understand the basic structure of conflict, it
becomes pertmenl for us (o look and follow Mitchell's model.'

h" h f conflicts into three components -stoahon, behaviour and attitude. An ethnic situation is one in

P"""" mutuallymcompatible goals. Ethnic behaviour is activity by one aroup

Tr modffv'? SOveLnent abandon
DsvchoIoJir' f fT ' conflict attitudes are
Sict S? h f the people involved in the
r^nflTctth~ affects
Droc?sse.i'fp?h"'̂ " '̂n '̂ ™® 'he dynamicprocesses of ethnic conflicts is social relationships. In fact ethnic
conflict theorists differ on thp pmr,t,o - ..t. emniL

focusing instead on specific tangible issues wh cTcan be
apportioned between different srouDs Ppirp m u u
work on ethnic conflict theory, on ZotoTand "
that understanding the psych'ological fa^to stat^llTdconflict processes are central to understanding and efTectS
s;::rre® c^t!^: r:;thrt rmirL"
although it is obvious that are capable of vfolmce^artL'ata
of violence are adaptations to environmental pressure and would
disa^ear, if these enviromnental pressures were rTmo^d

The region is divided by forming small states. But the
admmistrators of these stales could not stand to the expectations

fntroductiofi

of the people. They were totally unsuccessful in shouldering
the heavy responsibility of public welfare, which was entrusted
to them. On the other hand, they remained busy with self
welfare rather than public welfare. Benefits of number of
economic packages given by the Centre did not at all reach
the people in general, for whom they were basically intended
and the claims of development made by publicity agencies, in
turn, proved to be false and futile. Naturally, the wave of ethnic
conflicts and separation started blowing in this context.

There are generally three types of ethruc process in North-
East India - dormant, calmed and active ethnicity. Dormant
ethnicity is a "given" or "constant" among smaller tribes where
ethnic consciousness does not go beyond ethnic quietism. The
second stageor calmed ethnicity is generally marked with ethruc
resentment but suppressed or calmed downby the establishment
as in Meghalaya. Form ethnic quietism and ethnic resentment,
we come to the most formidable stage in the ethnic process
and that is ethnic militancy. The highest level of ethnic militancy
leads to ethno-nationalism as among the insurgent groups of
the region. Ethno-nationalism, which is based either on
"tribalism" or "non-tribalism", may be either for separation or
for secession.®

India's troubles in Kashmir have so far captured the nations
and indeed the world's media. That this seventeen-year ethnicity
has put to shade wounds festering in India's North-East ever
since she achieved her independence. While we all know that
tliis region supplies us with oil and tea, it is only sporadically
realized by the 'mainstream' media that the ethnic conflicts that
affect India's North-East have been around for far longer period,
has effected far more people and has covered a larger area than
that of Jammu and Kashmir. This lack of knowledge is most
certainly a reflection of disinterest (if not neglect) that the nation
has exhibited towards this region, so far, which is on the verge
of great change. Curiosity, if not awareness, about this region
has started to grow. Questions about the origins of the ethnic
conflict that plague the North-East region have started to be
asked.

Our failure in responding properly to these grave threats
can be attributed largely to poor understanding of the
phenomena of ethnic conflict and separatist movements. We
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have either procrastinated or, at best, indulged in some ad hoc
actions. As a result, our counter efforts in the above direction
have been utterly unproductive. We have been merely reacting
to individual incidents; the problems have never been addressed
in its totality. We have, in fact, a very lamentable lack of
comprehensive strategy of counter ethnicity operations.
Consequently, there are no sound tacHcal concepts either and
solutions to specific situations are sought by trial and error.
It IS about time we realized that no nation is ever likely to
possess enough resources to extinguish all the fires and prevent
new ones at the same time.

The social, political and economic costs of such blunderings
have been enormous. SociaUy, we have slipped to astage where,
even fifty-mne years after independence, we are still obliged
to ^sue fervent appeals to our people almost everyday for
maintaming the unity and integrity of the nation. Politically,
we have degraded ourselves to such depths that we go
overbold in our eagerness to hold 'peace talks' with some

7 T" T 'defeat or even to
Lom^n^ f suffer the
ff^es their
thev evpnh II ^ Further, as if that was not enough,Uiey even^ally walk out on us, making us appear utterly

must also be spending an equal amn government
area of Northlast on the Sra mT f"" '
exDensps inmrrpH K,, n. P^ra-military forces. Add to this, theexpenses mcurred by the government on die regular forces and
the police, the figure in all Drobahilifw .® forces an"
expenditure incurred on Kashmir^ increase than the

Unbalanced views of a problem leads lo unbalanced

Introduction '

solutions. And countering ethnicity and movements is one field
where superficial knowledge is dangerous; the price of error
being a costly and dissipating defeat. This point needs extra
emphasis because there are many people who, frustrated by
the governments string of failures, are provoked into advancing
a simplistic theory that we ought to give a 'free hand' to the
security forces and the problem would be solved in two weeks.
This is a dangerous misconception. In the first place, we have
already provided legal powers to the security forces. Secondly,
there has been no nation in the world, which has ever been
able to tackle ethnic problems and movements with the methods
of a regular war. That is why our troops, who have been
training and equipping themselves all along for a conventional
war, had proved Uiemselves to be very much incompetent in
combating ethnicity. The habit of resorting to an overkill to
solve every tactical problem has also resulted in a great amount
of collateral damage to irmocent lives and property. These things
leave a deep scar on the psyche of the people and render them
even more susceptible to insurgent propaganda. Unfortunately,
we have yet to learn tliis lesson. Fighting ethnicity is qualitatively
a different affair from fighting a conventional war.

One of the invariable answers of course that continues to
be given is the 'foreign hand'. In recent time and in the context
of the North-East, it has come to mean Bangladesh, which is
often acting as a proxy of Pakistan. Clearly, this is area where
China has lately relinquished its pride of place. Is Bangladesh
fomenting ethnic movements/illegal immigration in the North-
East? There are clearly two answers to this. There is one that
holds that Bangladesh is only in part responsible for the current
state of affairs of the North-East. The other holds that Bangladesh
is at least in part responsible for the North-East. The two views
indicate that there is at once a commonality, as well as a
divergence in opinion on this subject.

To view the ethnicity in tlie North-East as a phenomenon
being kept alive on Bangladeshi support alone is a gross violation
of facts which carmot be supported by any interpretation of
the events witnessed in the area. It has to be acknowledged
that the origins and root causes of the ethnic movements -
whether Naga, Mizo or the Assamese-are home grown. While
the question of identity and nationhood forms the core of the
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Naga issue, economic issues are an equally important component
for the other ethnic movements.

But lack of democratic decentralization is not the only
problems that the North-Eastem States have faced Over the
years, tnese states have steadily fallen behind the national
average, especially when it comes to economy and consequentlv,
economic opportunities have shrunk for local residents.
Unemployment mthese areas, especially among the educated
isjugh. This state of affairs must be galling, particularly to the
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This is because a large section of the migrants have brought
with them skills and have made themselves indispensable in
several sectors of the economy. Clearly a new approach, is
called for, whereby work permits are issued to migrants from
Bangladesh, but not citizenship.®

Ethnicity and seperatist movements demand the utmost
attention of a government and the people. An ethnic movement
is like an open sore that annoys today, is a nuisance tomorrow,
debilitates in month and can cause death eventually, if not
treated properly. Tl\e above views can be substantiated by the
classic case of the American involvement in Vietnam. This is
a business in which even the mightiest army of the world was
humbled in the junglesof Vietnam by those 'little yellow people'
who were contemptuously called 'gooks' by the Americans. The
impressive hardware of the American army and their elaborate
tactics, which could have brought them laurels in the battlefields
of Western Europe against any army having a similar mind
set, turned out to be utterly unsuitable against the guerrilla
fighters. This shows that operatior\s against ethnicity must differ
materially from regular warfare for which armies specially train
and equip themselves. It indeed took a very long time and an
enormous expenditure for the American policy makers to realise
that an ethriicity could not be defeated by the methods of
conventional warfare. The Americai\s had committed as many
as 550,000 troops in Vietnam at the height of the war. The
strategy was to search and destroy the enemy through a variety
of means which included, besides the regular infantry warfare,
saturation bombing, chemical warfare and defoliation, etc. In
these operations, they did succeed in killing over 444,000
Vietcong soldiers and 335,000 civilians. The American army
operations left over 740,000 people injured and resulted in an
exodus of over five million refugees from Vietnam to the
neighbouring countries. And yet, in spite of killing so many
of the opponents, the war was irrevocably lost. The cost of the
war was tremendous. The American causalities were 57,605
dead and 303,700 injured. So forceful was the commitment that
the bombing tonnage in the first two years of Nixon exceeded
the total tonnage of the American bombings in the European
and the Pacific theatres combined in the World War II. Officially,
the cost of the war came to US$ 165 billion. However, a
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Massachusetts Instihjte of Technology study had pointed out
that the total cost of the war, including the direct as well as
indirect expenditure, was around US $ 750 billion, that is, more
that the entire budget of the U.S.A in 1971. The war was lost
because all the bombing and the killing could not undo the
fundamental mistakes in their approach to countering the
guerillas. For the Americans, body count had become the sole
criterion of success. '

Ethnic cor\flicts and separatist movements do not aim at
taking on the military might of a nation on the terms of the
adversary. To borrow from a beautiful aphorism of the great
military thinker Sun Tzu, the guerillas primary target is the
mind of the opponent; the victorious sihiation is the product
of his creative imagination. His objective is to keep the nation
under constant strain and gradually wear it down. The
^vemments are intrinsically vulnerable against them because
mey are forced to maintain an appearance of normalcy despite
having too such to defend and too small and ubiquitous and
an elusive enemy to come to grip with. Ethnic and separatist
movements engage the government on several fronts
simultaneously. They fan the fires of sedition, discredit the
government, isolate it, wreck its credit, undermine its economy,

conaps?" resources and eventually create a 'climate of
Ethnic conflicts are simply one of the several tools employed

by the msurgents. The secret of the success of the etlmic
perpetrators lies in the fact that they are able to create a climate
of fear, panic, disorientation and capitulation out of all
proportion to the actual military strength of their group and
rf th.Tn' "• 'heir succesfin terns
act om rSh propaganda impact of theirtraditional military criteria of casualties

T 'errorism is a particularly
anHatTs wSr'v T""'harsh unp;iatabte rtlifcZfiJ.T?'
c- i-i Duiit m their socio-oolitical svstem.Smce unlike most of the countrip.; nf P,..« Fo^i"cai
whirH havo e ^-uuntnes ot hurope and some of Asia
and bloodshed mthe wars of the twenHeth century, this country
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has not had its due share of it, the Indian society has develop
a morbid fear of violence. In India, this is one of the reasons
that most ethnic conflicters keeps on resorting to acts ethnicity,
even when they are militarily capable of continuing the separatist
movements.'"

The origin of many of the fissiparous tendencies in the
politics of this country may be traced to its unique socio-political
legacy and history. Ethnic situation in the Indian context are
essentially virulent manifestations of the identity crises ofvarious
small constituent groups, vis-a-vis, the large ensuing group,
that is, the nation-state. These identity crises could be based
on ethnicity, race, religion, language or any other factor. Some
groups might argue that natiorts are created by consensus and
their cor\sent was not involved in the original process of nation
building or that the process itself was farcical. In other words,
we are facing ethnic conflicts because some of the constituents
of the nation have development incongruities with respect to
the unifying principles of nationalism. Theoretically one could
think of several grounds for such incongruities. In practice,
however, we find that most of the Indian ethnic groups have
not bothered to develop a rational ideological framework for
themselves. At an ideological level, they remain nothing but
some ad hoc melange of convenient, attractive and irrational
notions. This makes any theoretical categorisation of the Indian
ethnic conflicts a difficult job and necessitates that each one
of them be analysed at length for its specific socio-political and
historical backgroiand, as well as other unique causative factors.
One should be extremely wary of over-simplifications in such
matters, as the media and the intelligence agencies have done
a great disservice to the nation in the context ofethnic movement.
In the absence of cor\sumers having developed critical faculties
either among the people or in the administration, they have
thoroughly exploited their penchant for forcing notions
convenient to them, down the throats of the citizens of this
country. One of the biggest tragedies of ethnic conflicts is that
the people of the nation are very much unaware of fl\e truth
about ethnic problems.

The very fact that in spite of having killed and arrested
thousands of perpetrators of ethnicity in various parts of the
country over the years, we have not at all been able to cleanse
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separatist problem engulfing the region of North-East is equally
volatile and can take a violent shape, if not tackled in a proper
and honourable manner.

Though today, there is peace in Punjab, but the Kashmir
and the North-Easlern States are still burning under bloodshed
and ethnicity. The entire nation is much worried about the
changing situation and scenario of Kashmir, but at the same
time, we are not aware about the ethnicity and separatist
movements prevailing in the border states of the North-East
which mfact, is very sensitive for the National Security of the
counhy, as it touches several international borders. This is
because of the fact that of all problems faced by the Government
of India, the Kashmir problem remains in the forefront and
is mthe hmehght. The Government of India is taking all sorts
of precauhon and actions to solve the problem of Kashmir,
whereas, mthe case of North-East, no positive steps have been

J ! Gove^ent to find out a peaceful solution ofth-Eastern problem. In fact, everyone is aware that the
si^^n 7m by Pakistan; the
ha^ hpTn States is quite different. So far, much
and >'>' "'"S' academicians

securi!3 d,',P problems, threat to
in Dartoilar ITk u" " general and of North-East
tee are fas been written about the North-East andmere are number of scholarly works dealing with its history

"uptae is not mtLed to

all ofX" '"TSraphtc or cultural survey. It will touch on
East!'wXursct"esTential
interrelated factors. grounding of these closely

it isSglh^fol^^ ^ ĝrowing reality. Somewheretouching explosive heights. While ^
cash in on this dilernma ^ " '̂S^bours could easily
think that this ethi^ic r'surg —Se^urgence is wholly the result of foreign
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propaganda or the handiwork of international intelligence
agencies like the CIA or the KGB or for that matter the ISI.
In fact, multi-ethnic countries like India will have to continue
struggling with the knotty problems of old ethnic groups, like
the Nagas and the Mizos demanding objective conditions in
which their respective cultures should not only be preserved,
but will be assisted by the larger groups, aided by the
administration to advance economically and backed by the
Central Government so that their native land be granted a
relative degree of autonomy.

For, there is much valid reasons behind-the rising tide of
ethnic assertion in the 1980's that a multi-ethnic nation such
as India will have to grasp and grapple with in the days to
come. Many fundamental questions, embarrassing though they
may be, will have to be asked. What does a Government owe
to the distinctive ethnic groups that exist within its territory?
Will it be right to impose an artificial identity on old ethnic
groups like the Nagas or the Apatanis who reject it, though
they have opted for peaceful co-existence with ^e larger non-
Mongoloid group? their part, the ethnic minorities in the
North-East will have to ultimately, decide how much of that
national identit}' they can absorb, hopefully to build a strong
society, a new, integrated and rejuvenated India.

Early warning from the older generation of leaders keep
echoing loud and clear, across the Brahmaputra - words of
wisdom which may not have been heard in the subcontinent.
"A war to end war is a contradiction; a conflict to end conflict
is an absurdity", declared the Naga leader, A. Kevichusa, at
the height of the guerrilla war in his native hills. Indeed, a
government can make the people obey it, but it cannot make
them love it.

According to a Naga research scholar, the nature of ethnicity
and ethnic groups has to be imderstood in termsof the subjective
experiences and understanding of the people involved. This is
because the factors by which they emerge as entities vary from
place to place and from time to time. In the context of the
volatile North East India, an ethrtic group can be designated
as a social group, which is differentiated from other groups
on account of an assumed blood lie, cultural traits and
phenotypical physical features of its people. This group is
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characterised by an awareness of its riglits over the land and
resources it controls.

North-East India, with it picturesque landscape has attracted
the attention of people since time immemorial. As a result,
waves after waves of people came to this region from different
point of time beginning from the prehistoric era. Ecologically
this region is somewhat unique in comparison to other parts
of India. High mountain, snow bound region, deep forest,
undulated terrain, network of rivers and rivulets, plateau and
I^ain land with high rainfall and moist weather have given

region a unique feature. People, living here, belong to
different ethnic groups with different biogenetic make up. They
bear different livelihood patterns, different social organisations,
different methods of social control and different worldview.
rhey profess different religions, speak in different languages
and love to live in different types of settlements. Their peculiar
dress and ornaments, their dances and music and their festivities

Jives very colourful. The ethnic and cultural
prehistoric age.

Norft among the people of
is found f ' ™undercurrent of unity and similarityIS found, ,f one goes deep into their culture
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given shelter to 8.74 per rent of the total population of North-
East India."

In this region, a total of 81,42,624 population belonging to
Scheduled Tribes livewith 4,129,111 males and 4,013,513 females
according to 1991 census. They are distributed in all these seven
states in varied numbers. While Assam has the highest number
of the Schedule Tribe population (35.30 per cent), Meghalaya
shares the next higher number (18.64 per cent), followed by
Nagaland (13.03 per cent). Next to Nagaland comes Tripura
(10.48 per cent), followed by Mizoram (8.03 per cent), Manipur
(7.76 per cent) and Arunachal Pradesh, the latter has the lowest
number of the Scheduled Tribe population (6.76 per cent).

Again a total of 2,161,448 Scheduled Caste people live in
the region covered by North —East India with 1,123,008 males
and 1,038,440 females. Of these Scheduled Caste populadons,
the highest number (76.77 per cent) live in Assam followed by
Tripura where 20.87 per cent of the Scheduled Castes live.
Manipur (1.72 per cent) comes next. Both Meghalaya (0.42 per
cent) and Arunachal Pradesh (0.19 per cent) have very low
concentration of the Scheduled Castes. Mizoram shares the
lowest strength of the Scheduled Castes (0.03 per cent), whereas
Nagaland has the distinction of not having any Scheduled Caste
at all."

The people of North-East India are undoubtedly very
colourful, simple and trustv,'orthy people. Possibly the very
environment they live, are responsible for these features of the
people.'' The natural geographical compactness coupled with
the economic contact under compelling circumstances
contributed in no small measures to the evolution of such a
colourful mosaic, whose beauty lies in its diversity alone.

A feature of the North-East situation has been the rise of
ethnic identities in recent years, more sharply and vividly than
ever before. Old tribal communities have assumed new names
and sought not only a cross-regional, but also a trans-national
identtty. A number of small ethnic groups have merged with
bigger ethnic groups and in some cases bigger tribes have
broken up into several groups. Many factors such as the
development process, the democratic system of administration
and politics, rise of Christianity, influx of outsiders, illegal
migration has added to identity consciousness. Ethnicity has
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b^n an underlying principle in the formation of states in the
North-East since 1960's. The political situation therefore is
vibrant, which (xcasionally causes misgivings elsewliere, but
Indian democratic system has proved itself resilient enough to
absorb and^ accommodate ethnic aspirations of diverse group
in its fronher regions.

Poverty, inequality and stratification have emerged as yet
North-East. On the one hand, the
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between the height of 500 and 2000 m. Both, wet rice cultivation
and Jhuming, are done depending on altitudes.

In Arunachal Pradesh, the Great Himalaya lies from west
to the east in the State. Kangto Peak is located at the height
of 7089 m which is the highest peak in North-East India. "Sela
Pass" is situated at the height of 4740m. The height gradually
decreases down to 2300m, when the Himalayan range comes
to the eastern most point. Arunachal Pradesh thus, consists of
snow peaks in the north and rugged mountains and valleys
in the south.

The Brahmaputra has the dominant control over the drainage
system of North-East India. Brahmaputra is an antecedent river,
which enters into the Indian territory in Siyang d istrict of
Arunachal Pradesh crossing the Himalaya. The river flows in
North-South direction up to North-East comer of Assam and
thence flowing from North-East to South-West direction in
Assam, it receives a number of tributaries coming from North-
East and South directions and thus, makes &dendrite pattern
of drainage system. Besides, two other small systems also exist
: (1) The Barak system of Cachar plains comprising Barak river
and the tributaries originating from North Cachar hills, west
Manipur hills and North Mizo hills, (2) Few small rivers
originating from Mizo hills and Manipur hills and flowing in
the southward direction have their small drainage system
exclusively in Mizoram.

The climate of the North-East India varies from tropical to
alpine snow-clad Tundra types. The tropical climatic zone
occupies up to the height of 800 m in Assam valley, Cachar
plains and Mizo hill. The sub-tropical climatic zone falls in
between the contours of 800 m and 1200m in Anmachal Pradesh,
Nagaland, Mizoram and Meghalaya plateau.The southern slopes
of Meghalaya plateau emerges as the first barrier in the way
of Bay of Bengal branch of North-West monsoon, hence, the
area between Cherrapunji and Mawsynram receives the highest
rainfall in the world, (i.e., around 1300mm).

The average annual rainfall in Assam, Manipur and Tripura
is 2990cm. (1961 Census). The temperature in Arunachal Pradesh
varies from freezing point in winter to 26.7°C in summer. In
Nagaland, the temperature sometimes rises up to 27°C in hot







Ethnicity: A Conceptual
Framework

At the very outset, I would like to mention that 'ethnicity' is
a poljonorphous concept. This means that it is not used in one
sense at all. In fact, it is used in different senses at different
occasions. Consequently, we have such expressions as 'ethnic
Indians', 'ethnic Asians', 'ethnic Oriyas', 'ethnic Biharis', 'ethnic
Hmdus', 'ethnic Muslims' and so on. A closer look at these
expressions reveals that they do not stand for any unitary
meaning. While 'ethnic Asians', 'ethnic Indians' and 'ethnic
Biharis' stand for people living in particular geographical
territories, 'ethnic Hindus' and 'ethnic Muslims' stand for
religious groups. In short, the criterion of determining the
e^city of a particular group is vague and unclear. Neither
the social scientist nor the politician, including the common
man are clear at all as to what do they mean by 'ethnicity'
and ethnic group', when they use such terms. The ambiguity
^ if most of the fundamental concepts usedmtaikmg about man and society are not clearly defined. Such
unclanty IS uncalled for in respect of concepts used in natural
sciences that ye so clearly defined that one cannot afford to
use them in different senses within the system, without the
nsk o contradictmg oneself. Of course, the basic concept of
natoal saences parhcularly, those of physics do undergo change
and modification, but such modification and overhauling do
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not lake place frequently and at one's sweet will only when
there are experimental evidences pointing to the contrary and
conceptual contradictions within the system, the existing
scientific theory undergoes a radical change and the fundamental
concepts are dioroughly revised. Such type of revolution has
taken place in physics. But the revision of the so called basic
concepts of social sciences like 'ethnicity', 'nationalism', etc, do
not spring from specific social and cultural motives. Again, the
politiciar«, statesmen and tlie laymen do not only use by the
specialists, but such concepts, imlike those of physical sciences
also alike. In fact, for some reason or other, everybody thinks
that he or she is competent to talk about man and society,
whereas, this is not the situation in the case of talking about
matter, energy and motion, etc.'

The explanatory inadequacy of the existing literature on the
subject is to a great extent rooted in the ambiguities regarding
the meaning and content of terms like ethnic, ethnicity and
nation. This ambivalence reflects fluidities and flexibilities in
their usage over time and space. Consequently, it is not
surprising that there has been a gesture to clearly define these
terms which has brought to the fore an ongoing definitional
debate.

In physical anthropology, the term ethnic has been in use
for a long time. Its introduction into the literature of social
cultural anthropology is a relatively recent affair. In the former
it has two connotations. First, whenever "population was not
large enough to be called a race it was called an 'ethnic group'
or a sub-race. The second meaning was sought to be given soon
after the end of the second world war, when a group of scientists
favoured the abolition of the term 'race'. They recommended
the use of the term 'ethnic group' not in the sense of a sub-
race or mini race, but a substitute for race itself. It is obvious
that they failed.

Origin of Ethnicity

Ethnicity is a term derived from the word ethruc. The word
ethnic is derived from the Greek word 'ethnikos', refers to: (a)
'nations not converted to Christianity (b) races or large groups
of people having common traits and custorrvs, or (c) group's
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in an exolic primitive culture. The historical context of the
usage and coinage of this term needs to be kept in mind. This
is particularly important, when a word like 'ethnicity', 'nation',
secular, or secularism; first applied to situation, groups and
peoples in Euro-American countries is sought to be traiisferred
to cover different conditions prevailing in Asia and Africa.^

As pointed out above, the term ethnic has been used for
racial groups. In the United States of America, especially in
the southern states, the Negroes s,uffered from racial
discrimination, which was backed by the love till very recently.
In the ghettos of the northern big cities like Boston, Chicago
and New York, discrimination took very subtle forms. Adoption
of the white majority's way of life and dreaming, white man's
kmd of dream did not elevate the black minority's status. If
best. It created some uncle who was disliked by both the
communities. The weed for and the desire to assent themselves
to win arespectable place in the society compelled the Negroes
to regroup themselves and to adopt more than one mode of
expressing their discontent. Some Uke Malcolm Xand the Black
M^le^ believed in adopting strong and aggressive postures
and omers, under the leadership of Mardn Luther King, adopted
non-violent means of protest against discrimination.^

Definition of Ethnicity

Normm E^Whitten' defines ethr,icily as "patterns of human
with r,h H " social relations
roctal reS; K consequences. Categorical
dto characterised by stereotypic criteria, as
bv h relationships and which are emphasised
bv e h" re'aHonships, which are characterisedby extant exchange patterns between interacting individuals.
Concept of Ethnicity

is a pfh ' •""'̂ -debated concept. Ethnicity
sy^Mc or e^ ' 'h the "subjectiveaS^cfo ™lh ; P^opte - of.^y

' " T !L'° ®f«'="aate themselves from othergroups . Brass accepts this definition for the analytic purpose
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with the addition in the last sentence: 'in order to create internal
cohesion and differentiate themselves from other groups.' Brass®
defines the concept in items of objective cultural markers such
as language or dialect, distinctive dress or diet orcustom, religion
or race. Thus, in the opinion of Brass,* ethnicity or ethnic identity
involves :

(i) Subject self-consciousness;
(ii) A claim to status and recognidon eiflner as a superior

group or as an equal group;
(Hi) Objective cultural markers such as kinship, descent,

birth, endogamy and exogamy, religion or race,
language, customs, etc.

Ethnicity is to etlmic category what class-consciousness is
to class. Ethnic groups work as interest groups for political and
socio-economic gains. Paul Brass^ propounds" three hypotheses
regarding ethnicity:

(i) Ethnicity and nationalism are not 'givens', but are
social and political constructs, that are creations of
elites who manipulate ethnic groups to protect their
well-being, but in fact, the aim is to gain political and
economic advantages;

(ii) Ethnicity and nationalism are modem phenomenon
and are separately connected with the modern
centralizing state. Brass further believes that ethnic
identity and modern nationalism are products of
interaction between leadership of centralizing state and
elites from non-dominant ethnic group and their
interactions may be in the nature of conflict,
cooperation and state action;

(Hi) Elite competition and their interaction with leaders
lead to ethnic mobilization towards cultural, socio
economic and political gains. At the lowest side of
the scale may be placed educational and cultural
facilities, while at the end of the scale may be placed
secession or a separate State. The central point of this
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scale is autonomy within the federal structure of the
State.

Smi^s and Armstrong believe that ethnic identity and
nationahsm are reflections of primordial identities and their
evidences can be traced back in the past history. This stand
separates Smith and Armstrong from Brass. Smith believes that
modem naHons are the offspring of two types of ethnic groups:

(i) Aristocratic lateral ethnic groups, and
(ii) Democratic vertical ethnic groups.

In his opinion, ethnics have their myths of common descent,
cominon memories, culture and solidarity and association with
the homeland. There is definitely an ethnic substratum behind
many modem nations. These ethnics are non-national elements

and tenacity in the structure of nations.

our ^ Kf embitters the geo-politics of
interests and nolT^ deeper roots than aclash of economicmterests and pobtical calculations would suggest and manv of

?om protltTd sternfrom ihese underlying non-rational elements'. He forecasts 'their
era, if we mSaddress

naUrw"" " spread of

.egme'ijr^oT'at'̂ e" ^ ^ihemselves and/of othS To Lve
Share important seeme^s o? .
addition narHrinaf^ u J common culture and who, in
origfn and ^ - -hich the common
distinctiveness and lack of Sp '"gredients'. He findsethnics and in orlr mtl the fate of these
ethnic equality and more power towards greater
system must "be modified This will

Harvard EncycloDedia of a conflicts,
ethnicity as possessine on^ r. Groups, defines
common geographic OTipin following features'̂

neighbourhood and communitv'hn ^ transcend kinship,
values, symbols; literature, folkLeTdore and music; food preferences.
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settlement and employment patterns; special interests in regard
to politics in the homeland institutions that specifically serve
and maintain the group; an internal ser\se of distinctive-ness
and an inlernal perception of distinctiveness. The above
Encyclopedia has fixed four concurrent features of ethnicity:

(i) belief in of their unique identity;
(ii) belief in their shared or common descent;

(Hi) belief in their cultural distinctiveness;
(iv) the fact that outsiders perceive and aggregate its

members in these terms whether truly or not.

Themstrum, et al. suggests'^ that ethnic groups have the
following four major components:

(i) A subjective belief in real or historical antecedents;
(ii) Cultural emblems such as race, language, religion,

region, etc. or a combination of some of them which,
though varied and flexible, provide the overt basis of
ethnic identity;

(Hi) Self-ascribed awareness of distinctiveness and
belonging to a group;

(iv) Recognition of the group difference by others.

Ethnicity or ethno-nationalism is a device for the pursuit
of collective goals of educational and cultural rights, autonomy
and secession through interaction, competi-tion and conflict with
the larger entity known as the State. The conflict is inherent
in the concept of ethno-nationalism, vis-a-vis, the State because
it is at the cost of tlie State that demands of the ethnics are
met whether we believe in primordial or modernist statist view.
There is bound to be at some stage or the other, competition
and conflict resulting in tensions for the State system as well
as for International order.

Theories of Ethno-Nationalism

We will analyse the various theories regarding ethnicity/
ethno-nationalism, as that will give us an insight into a realistic
appraisal of ethmc conflicts. Generally, ethruc conflicts do not
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find a place at the theoretical level in the analytical models
ofconflict studies or the sociology of change and development.
So there is a marked neglect of ethno-rwtionalism in the theories
or modem times." Nevertheless, some prominent theories of
modem times may be analysed here with a view to finding
out the real status of ethnicity or ethno-nationalism in the state
system as v/ell as in the international order.

Karl Marx and his contemporaries advocated the theory of
class struggle, proletarian interrtalionalism and ultimately
withering away of the State. He developed a theory of historical
materialism, which propounded economic determinism in the
progress of history. Primordial loyalties like ethnic groups were
regarded as passing phases of the capitalist society.'̂ Marxist
theory side-tracks ethnic conflicts as simply a passing phase
not to be taken seriously. But, subsequent events of history
have disproved the stand of Marx in many spheres including
ethno-nationalism. Mature transformations as dreamt bv Marx

TTJ fury of communism
nation-states did not wither

emergence of cosmopolitan order as

Lon Ir if consequent
u communism

mctl irr -^hnic and
mm ed to opening of pandora box as .Marxism
to etZn^ir r V""'" world is in turmoil due
Re^iSi^r Uzhlr; 'o review cases of Baltic
Poland etc ^^^ '̂̂ hstan, Yugoslavia, Romania,
o?commul^^^ ethnc^nationalism on the ruins
andTT^fifiSLnthe mad to march for evenhfal vfctorv^^""''"""'""" "
sciences dominated the field of social
traditional to the modemTomIhe
'particularism' to 'univeialism' L
Parsoas in the Weberian tr^A f ' developed by
conflicts or Zworld and are sw^pt aside by P'""'""''"."
they arise they are seen as 'obJ;,ri« process. Ifo. :nco.p.e^. n.oderL?u':^LrT,fr;rr;Sl^^^^^^^^^
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modernisation, ethnic issues are of minor importance to ttie
theorists. These theorists are knovm as modemisationist and
the 'melting pot' theorists because, in their opinion, ethnicity,
which is primordial and pre-rational, would 'melf away with
the completion of the modernization process."

This theory of modernization was developed in the 1950's,
when it was believed that nationalism was the carrier of historical
progress in the wake of science and technology and material
advancement for which modem-ization was the panacea^" and
thus, ethnic factors were sidetracked. The environment all over
the world is presently dominated by the ideology ofdevelopment
and modernization. The mobilizaHon of the blacks in the United
States has not been neutralized. In Europe, states were formed
to coincide with nations by the end of the Second World War.
Asia and Africa were down with anti-colonial struggles and
everything was secondary for them. The partition of India has
been in the wake of mobilised communalism,^' but such episodes
are like patches in the vast territory of anti<olonialism. The
British policy of divide and rule and personal ambition of
Nehru and Jinnah were more responsible for the partition of
the Indian subcontinent rather than a mass based
communalism.^ Thus, the theory of modemization gained
ascendancy and it was believed that ethnicity had been dumped
in the dust bin of history.

Smith's contention '̂ that modem nations are woven out of
ethnics and their rise cannot be ruled out appears to be correct
in the light of theories of ethno-nationalism all over the world
during tine last three decades. If this paradigm of modernisation
and development were the panacea for such ills as ethno-
nationalism, the more advanced and industrialised societies
would not have seen the rise of ethno-nationalism. For example,
the Basque and Catalans in Spain, South Tyrolean's in Italy,
Britons and Corsicans in France, Walloons and Aemish in
Belgium, Quebec's in Canada are some cases of the rise of
ethno-nationalism in advanced and developed countries.^^

Ethnic mobilisation has not been diffused and dissolved;
it has been on the increase. Ethnic pluralism in the United
States, the Ulster crisis in the Uruted Kingdom, the issue of
auto-nomy versus self-determination in Canada, the Cyprus
conflicts and many other cases ofethnicity indeveloped countries
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have falsified the hypothesis of the first set of modemisationalists
ar\d the 'meltingpot' theorists. In South Asia, ethnic mobilisation
has come from relatively advanced and modernised societies
such as Sikhs of India or Tamils of Sri Lanka. In a similar
fashion, the theories of nation building plead for transformation
of sub-national units and loyalties into a wider polity. These
theories regard ethnic issues as stumbling blocks in a more
general process of change. ^

Another theory was developed by Nairn, Rechter, Casanova
and Stavenhagen in late 60's and 70's. It visualized that minority
nationalism is the product of uneven development within the
States. The core commuruties with their superior political and
economic status, are prone to exploit the peripheral communities/
who have inferior political and economic status. This theory
is also known as the core-periphery theory as well as the theory
of neo-Mar^an that is Marxist of the second generation. It has
l^n specifically applied to America, UK and more recently to
the South Asia.

Allied to this is another group within the neo-Marxists
which argues that due to capitalist world economy and
unpenalist State expansion there has been differential distribuHon
of state resources among various ethnic groups. This has made
ethr^ conflicts more dominant than class struggles.

There has been no great difference between develop-ment
of Norway and Sweden or between Finland and Russia at a

Sf' "1^" movements became prominent in theseStales. TTie Spanish Basque province is heavily industrialize^
a ethno-nationalism has arisen there. I"

^countries, the internal colonial model (differentialdistnbution of Stales resources) has a limited validity. Biafra
^laHvp ^ ethno-nationalism by their

Pth "r The rise of
. u"" ^ the Sikh militancyin Pubjab cannot be explained on the ground of uneven

sections of society are
ThTrP^rf advanced than other ethnic groups-There are some examples of ethnicity in economically
developed regions, but ethno-nationalism could not develop

"'vf u dominated Southern Bhutarjand of Arunachal Iradesh.^ However, the theory of international
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colonialism finds some support in the case of Bangladesh,
Baluchistan, Assam and even Afghanistan.

The second generation of the modemisationists drew
attention to the strength and persistence of ethnic and cultural
loyalties. Glazer and Moyanham, Connor, Enloce and Cellner
are the protagonists of this school of thought. Their works
appeared in late 60's and early 70's. This theory propounds
the thesis that politics and political organizations play a crucial
role in the modification and manipulation of group identities.
This theory gets support from the primodialists also.^ For
example, Smith '̂ believes that the persistence and intensiflcation
of ethno-nationalism has deeper roots than mere economic base.
Paul Brass also subscribes to the view that political leadership
and their interaction with the elite exploits it and manipulates
this deeper base for mobilization of ethnics. He propounds the
theory of elite competition as the basic dynamic, which
precipitates ethnic conflicts under specific conditions. This theory
of the second generation of the modemisationists contains a
great deal of truth, because without political manipulation of
ethnicity, ethnic mobilization is not possible. The Sikhs of Punjab
were manipulated by the political leadership of India and so
is the case with the Tamils of Sri Lanka. A review of these
theories with the exception of Elite Competition theory leaves
no room for doubt that 'so-called development science has
practically ironed the ethnic question and has not yet been able
to integrate it meaningfully into their analyHcal framework'.

Stavenhagen" points out that there are various theories in
the social sciences which try to explain inter-ethnic relations,
but none of these explores the state-ethnic relationship which
is required for a 'better understanding of the nature, causes
and dynamics of ethnic conflict around the world. It may be
argued that nationalism and ethno-nationalism are contradictory
and cannot co-exist. There is bound to be conflict within the
framework of reference set up by the ideology of nationalism.
Nation-state and national minorities are incompatible. Lord
Action" writes that the great adversary of therights of nationality
is itself the modern theory of nationality. The theories discussed
above could not explain all the varieties and patterns of ethno-
nationalism, vis-a-vis, the State-system and the international
order. NJo theor)' canbe singled out as exhausting all the aspects
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for the rise and intensification of ethno-nationalism
In view of the above, it is desirable to analyse critically,

the factors responsible for the rise and intensification of ethnicity
^ethno-nationalism in the world during the last three decades.
This may be ^cribed to a factor, which may be called as threat
perception. If there is a threat- perceived or real either to the
relative status or to the very existence of its identity, the ethnic
group assumes m ethno-national character. Modernization and
nabon-buildmg h^e led to StaHsm in harmony with the ideal
of welf^e State. The nation-state has increased its acHvity and
penetrated mto the realm of tribal and ethnic societies by means
bel program-me. There has

com-munication and transport
ethnic culture ir.nabonal prograi^es and audio-visual means of communication

^ distinctiveness of tribes and ethnics.
SlaTon tn r "ut of their
Most of process is being imposed upon them.
All these evpnh^ ethnics have now materially advanced.
mLt of co™ State into tribal realm, improved
Sl^t of c^r? advancement,
Sid t^rSrve^erolth"consciousness of their inferior status"! "icreased the
political terms and have led to an!
is in daneer All fhoeo t t. , that their identity
ethno-naHonalism. Whether Tis hf evolution of

problem of Bodoland or the Naeforobl ^
these circumstances may be traced in^h ' f
Tamils in Sri Lanka aio • cases. Similarly, the
when Sinhalese and BiiHHh " ^ threat to their identity
Tamils Td status against
that {hey have not been „ '^^a. Tamils thought
set-up and Tave ^
of the country When tliPr s^^are in the wealth
identity of any commuStv til ' P^Ption of threat to the
of violent ethno-nationalism « ^ outburst

statJ^«farrad^tn::discnntinat^o. practiced by the State and by f dc':l"™nt eWe
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towards the minority ethnics may take various forms. It may
be on the basis of race, sudi as in the USA or South Africa
and is generally known as apartheid. It is also practiced against
the foreign rm-migrants as against Indians in Germany and
Indian immigrants in New Jersey in the United States. There
is a new kind of racism directed towards foreign workers and
refugees from other countries, especially, the second-generation
migrants from other continents and cultures. In Latin America,
indigenous peoples have been discriminated against for centuries,
which have given rise to many movements of Indians in Latin
America. Stavenhagen has rightly pointed out that 'a subordinate
minority or majority may react to years, decades or centuries
of discrimination or oppression and stand up and say that is
enough'. Sometimes, the discriminatory attitude of the State
of other ethnics and tribes becomes so apparent that other
communities feel that the State is agent of a dominant
community and not the well-wisher of all its sub-units. The
attitude of Pakistan to Bengali Muslims of former East Pakistan
represents this discrimination- It ultimately led to the creation
of a new State, called Bangladesh, in 1972. The Punjabi-
dominated Pakistan State has a very discriminatory attitude
towards Sindhi and Pakhtoon—Baluch ethnic group of Sindh.
Sri Lanka also adopted discriminatory and high handed attitude
towards the Hindu Tamils. It is also alleged that India has not
given a fair deal to Sikhs, Gorkhas and Nagas.^

The examples of discrimination may be multiplied from
other regions of the world. The United States attitude towards
the Blacks in South Africa is well known. Coupled with
discrimination there is a neglect or mishandling of ethnic
demands for linguistic accommodation, equity and educ-ational
freedom for cultural rights or more employment avenues,
regional autonomy, etc." In such cases of neglect and
mishandling of initial demands, self-consciousness of ethnic
group may turn into an active ethno-national movement against
the State itself. The linguistic issue'* is a particularly sensitive
issue in most of the polytechnic States of South Asia. Each
ethnic group is fully aware of its internationally sanctioned
human rights^^ to establish its own schools, receive education
in mother tongue, use of its own language in official business
and to develop its culture in print. India has been wise enough
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to solve its linguistic problem by creating linguistic Stales and
adopting three-language formula though South Indians allege
that Hmdi is being imposed on them. Many States do not
recogn^e the rights of ethnic groups which causes resentment
and ultimately conflict. For example, Sri Lanka has declared
Sinhalese as the official language, but this has been resented
by Tamils The mishandling of the language problem is definitely
a potent factor in the rise of ethno-nationalism.^The dominant
ettoics may attempt to impose their norms and standards of

3?^ r"'? under-privileged minority.
e^r there is every likelihood thLethnic conflict may be generated

on with all its emphasis
industriaHsation and too much

of t^e wnrM I H for alienation among workers
so this becomes
ofpfh^ ® identity. The revival
bo^tuT^fi^o&trti^
centJ^y rwSs°^"f nineteenth
ethni(?^atio3 '̂ P ^ the rise of
one LtfcTe naln rr - carving outthe Third World CoulitrS beclusVS'̂ ''
multi-ethnic societies. At the time ofTh n Po^yethnic or
against colonialism, the Third WorlH movements
presented a united front forgettine u
but after the independence thev fnli differences,
which was not in harmony with multrr^.
countries. For examnlp TnH- "]"'̂ '-elhnic character of these

de™c.aKc°arorsS;,trr:ic~t;" ^ethnicism could not be suhsnmoH • I , '̂̂ "^n^unalism andas the nation-state Su Th o ^""^y known
Nagas, Assamese BoHnc iv '̂ '̂ '̂ slim communalism, Sikhs,
the\anner »"«'andis. have also raised
examples can be traceH in ^•u or separatism. Such
other Asiai, countrfes Pakistan and

The Post-World War II sr^narj^ u
micro-states. The e>dstence of small the rise ofsmall ettaic groups .c cla^ur for SUehoor^h^prenTe"'
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microstates has also worked as an inspiring motivation for rise
of ethno-nationalism. There is no danger to sovereignty of even
a very small State under the present circumstances. The case
of Kuwait, which was taken over by Iraq and subsequently
returned under the global pressure, is a pointer to this direction.

The right to self-determination has emerged as a sacrosanct
principle of modem times. Ethno-nationalist movements derived
legitimacy from this principle. •" This principle gives right to
the people to choose their own destiny. It emerged in the
eighteenth century in the wake of the French and American
Revolution. It got official recognition under the UN. It was on
this principle that State boundaries within Western Europe were
refixed, after the World War I. This principle was responsible
for the emergence of Afro-Asian nation-states by the end of
colonialism and imperialism. It has led many minority ethnic
groups in Europe, North America, Africa, Asia and Latin
America to question the validity of the present political
boundaries. The creation of Bangladesh in 1972 was due to this
principle. Every ethnic group bases its demand and justifies
its movements on the principle of right to self-determination.

Ethno-national movements get international support also
which may be taken as an accentuating factor for intensification
of ethnic conflicts. For example, Irish people in US and Australia
support the IRA in Northern Ireland. The Tamils of Sri Lanka
get support from the Tamils of India. Sikhs in Britain, Canada
and the US support Sikh secessionist movement in Punjab.
The Kachins of Burma get support from their kings in China.
Thus, the external support to ethno-national movements
accentuates the pace of the movement though it may not be
the main cause.

The theory of ethno-development has also given impetus
to the development of ethno-nationalism. Ethno development
means that indigenous and other ethnics have a right to decide
their own affairs, participate in the decision-making bodies and
processes where their future isdiscussed and decided, to political
representation and participation, respect for their traditions and
culture, to have the freedom to choose the type of development
they want^ It means that an ethnic maintains control over its
own land, resources, social organization and culture and is free
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STe oZ/r"" interference in the internal affairs

also iWThl ? f ® °^er the lost territory
rtL rvlTr' - ^"-Pt toMegalo idea. «SimilaWy po^waTr'
socialists in Gennanv ikpH h, .j Europe, the nationalist
SainsyH^pathy forTheir expation : Voigemen^chaft towanted to obtain territory hom ^ Similarly, Somalia
of Africa/^ where Ehe lnr.T^^^^^^ ^ ^^e Horn
The RepubUc of Ireland in its ri^tftuHo ^
over the whole of the klanH r^f r claims sovereignty
cases may be noted hei .n I and likewise few other
conflict between the Miskitos anrf^th
government was at its peak manv i Nicaraguan
organizations suggested i-haf n, • iridigenous
responsibUity
Muslims of Pakistan have I f"" '̂ '"^^ens.« Similarly,
Jammu and Kashmir. Tami^rq^ for Kashmiri Muslims in
Tamils of Sri Lanka. Jews all o^r fh" support to
o Israel.« Sikhs all over the cause
of the Punjab." Such instances lav^ '"PP"' ^ikhs
universal phenomenon. In a ro,- T "multiplied as it is an
summarised cases of ethnic conSt has

-T^ . as toilows:

fte^Miskitorthe" Ulster ^ikhs,Bulgaria, ,he Alban!ar^ ^ " Cyprus and
Romania among others havn Hungarians in
generaUy-butnotalw^n^J^^^^^^^ Sroups'in other,seek and often obtain noiihVai where they
Taj^ insurgency finds"

Strait, Basques in Souths Tamilnadu, across the
the ays Basque in France refuge in

m the Republic of Ireland Stk "^embers of the
Britam and Canada support th ^ "^^^wunity in Great

PP°rt the struggle of the Sikhs in
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the Punjab, Kurdish nationalist militants in Iran, Iraq, Turkey
and Syria have found support in neighbouring countries.
Miskito refugees from Nicaragua were harboured by the
Miskito communities in neighbouring Honduras, before
returning home as circumstances changed. Thus, ethnic kins
abroad may be a potent and important factor in the evolution
of an apparently purely domestic ethnic conflict.

Many ethnic conflicts are carry-overs from earlier periods
of State formations. They carry with them international
implication of these processes. The classic case is of the Baltic
Republics, which were armexed by the former Soviet Union in
1940, by a secret deal between Hitler and Stalin. After half a
century of suppression, nemesis of history smiled on Baltic
Republics and once again these Republics became independent
natior^s in 1990. "

Many ethnic groups in India, such as tribes of Sikkm\ and
tribal peoples of Bihar and Assam might have chosen an
independent de.stiny if they were given a chance. Such are the
cases of other tribes-the Karan and Shan in Burma, East Time
and West Papua. Thus, many ethnic conflicts are infact, burden
of history.®^

Migrations of foreign peoples change demographic
equilibrium ofmany countries. In these cases, the home country
of the migrants may express some concern at the international
or bilateral level for the well being of its offspring. For instance,
India is concerned about Uie fate of Indians in West Africa
(Uganda) or the Pacific (Fiji). China has sympathy for millions
of overseas Chinese in South Asia and elsewhere. Turkey and
Algeria have signed agreements with the Western European
governments regarding welfare of their migrant workers in
these countries.

Direct intervention by a neighbouring State into the internal
matters of another State on humanitarian grounds or due to
geo-politics or as pacifier, may also be consider-ed as factors
for the internationalization of domestic ethnic conflicts. Two
cases of South Asia may be mentioned here. The direct
intervention by India into former East Pakistan in the name
of protection of human rights provides a classic example of
the inter-nationalization of domestic ethnic issues. The Muslim
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Bengalis were helped in their struggle for self determ-ination
, ^ whole world hadwatched l^s event with great anxiety. The movement of the

Seventh Fleet of the US in the Indian Ocean at that lime led

Lw of the former Soviet navy in the
wm Muslim-Bengali ethno struggle
doL hlTh ^ the swift work
CTerHnn nf P^kislan, led to the
Z Bangladesh, on the ruins
mspSd t r* ?H ®'"tervention in East Pakistan has beeninspired by geo-polihcs also.
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